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“WHERE YOU KNOW THAT YOU BELONG”

Jessen, Allen, and Conover Excel at Top of Graduating Class

By Dylan Rispoli ’18

Katherine Jessen ’17, Valedictorian.
With the school year coming to a close
and graduation in sight for the senior
class, Northwest Catholic is thrilled
to name three exceptional students as
the Salutatorians and Valedictorian of
the Class of 2017. Valedictorian Katharine Jessen and Salutatorians John
Allen and Rachel Conover have driven
themselves to excel in a wide variety of
areas over the four years of their high
school careers.
Katharine, John, and Rachel all cannot

wait to enter Northeastern University
in the fall of next year. The school’s
strong academic tradition and cooperative education, or co-op, programs,
which integrate classroom study with
opportunities for employment, were a
big draw for all three students. John
also cites the beautiful location of the
campus, noting, “Boston is a great city,
and I can see Fenway Park from my
dorm!.” John will be pursuing his passion for designing innovative technology through a major in Electrical and
Computer Engineering. Rachel will be
going into bioengineering, a field that
attracted her due to her love for math
and science, as well as her experience
in AP Biology this past academic year.
Katharine, known by most as Kate,
plans to major in Chemical Engineering, with a possible minor in Spanish in
order to achieve her goal of becoming
fluent in the language by the time that
she finishes college. In the long term,
Kate hopes to put her education to use
in the field of either cancer research or
oncology in order to contribute to finding less expensive and more accessible
treatments than those that are currently
available.
In addition to their magnificent academic achievements, another characteristic that these three students share
is that their days never end at 2:07 P.M.
Rachel has been a dedicated member

of the field hockey team since her
sophomore year, working just as hard
every day on the field as in the classroom. In between athletics, classes,
and homework, she has also participated in multiple clubs, including Student
Council, which has stood out to her as
an important part of her high school
career. According to Rachel, “Working
with Mrs. Montoney and my fellow
students to throw events for our school
community really taught me to appreciate giving back and all the good you

can achieve, even if all you’re doing is
decorating for semi or serving food at
field day.”
John has immensely enjoyed his time
as a member of the boys’ soccer team,
which he stated made him feel like part
of a close family within the broader
Northwest Catholic community. Additionally, he plays Ultimate Frisbee, and
he has challenged himself and grown
through his involvement in an impressive array of extracurricular activities, including the AP Calculus Club,

John Allen ’17 (left) and Rachel Conover ’17 (right) Salutatorians.
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Eight Seniors Named Superintendent’s Summa Scholars
By Daniel Ogbonna ’18

Summa Scholars (from left to right) Rachel Conover ’17 with Ms. Deborah Metzler, John
Allen ’17 with Ms. Deborah Metzler, Natalie Smith ’17 with Mr. Joseph Ohlheiser, Katharine Jessen ’17 with Mr. William Tressler, Sarah Jessen ’17 with Mr. Joseph Ohlheiser,
Allyson Voelker ’17 with Mr. Daniel Avery ’97, Brendan Gill ’17 with Ms. Joan Keating-McKeon, and Taylor Pane ’17 with Mr. Joseph Ohlheiser.
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The Little Mermaid

Fifty-three seniors ranging from various catholic institutions throughout
the Archdiocese of Hartford were
recognized by Superintendent of
Schools, Dr. Michael S. Griffin, as
Summa Scholars, eight of them being Northwest Catholic students of
the imminently graduating class of
2017. A record-setting number of
EIGHT students being recognized
surpasses the most Northwest Catholic has recognized since the 47th
commencement ceremony of the
Class of 2011 (which recognized six
students), and the 51st and 52nd commencement ceremonies of the Class
of 2015 and 2016 (both recognizing
seven Summa Scholars). These highly determined and heavily focused
students represent the optimal five
percent of their graduating class on
a cumulative grade point average
through the first semester of their senior year. For their phenomenal ac-
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ademic achievement over the course
of their high school careers, seniors
John Allen of Burlington, Rachel
Conover of Windsor, Brendan Gill
of Avon, Katharine Jessen of Colebrook, Sarah Jessen of Colebrook,
Taylor Pane of Simsbury, Natalie
Smith of West Hartford, and Allyson
Voelker of New Hartford, accompanied by their families were honored
at a ceremony and reception at the
St. Thomas Seminary in Bloomfield,
Connecticut on April 24th, 2017.
Each Summa Scholar upon attending
was invited to recognize and name
a teacher, administrator, guidance
counselor, or educator of a Catholic
institution, from elementary to high
school, who had been the most influential in the student’s education. Prior
to the ceremony each student reflected on the influence of his/her chosen
educator in a brief dissertation, expressing the student’s gratitude. The
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students and teachers, to reflect on. What
has my experience in a Catholic school
meant to me? To me, it has meant being part of a special community. It is a
community that supports and cares and
helps. That fact is true whether you are
a student or a teacher. As I reflect, I can
remember countless times when students
supported other students, where teachers
have supported other teachers, where students have supported teachers, and where
teachers have supported students. Catholic schools produce caring, thoughtful
people. It’s not just the graduates; it’s
also the people who work in the schools
who are transformed daily into better
people by the environment around them.
Being in a school means learning every
single day for everyone. Each day we
learn at least one concept or fact that
we did not know before that day. Some
days are more profitable because we learn
far more than just one idea. In a Catholic school, however, that learning is not
limited to secular facts. We are able to
explore the complete world. We are allowed to consider God and God’s effect
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As the school year grinds to an end,
and the Class of 2017 gets ready to say
“Good-bye,” (and so do I) let’s take the
opportunity to reflect on a privilege that
all of us have been given. Although we
often take it for granted, that privilege,
that blessing, is a Catholic education.
I began Catholic education a long time
ago in a “Pre Primary” Program that preceded first grade. I followed that year
with eight years of Catholic elementary
school, four years of Catholic high school,
and four years of Catholic college. My
Catholic education was then followed by
thirty-four years of teaching, moderating,
and coaching in Catholic high schools.
Needless to say, this has been a long term
relationship; it has occupied 51 years of
my life.
My experience with Catholic education
has obviously has two distinct phases,
the student phase and the educator phase.
However, I believe that no matter which
phase, I have been blessed both as a student and as a teacher. I have been given
a unique opportunity, a special privilege.
So here is what I would ask all of us, both
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NWC Celebrates at the 2017 Junior/Senior Prom

Maureen Scudder

Emily Driscoll ’17, Christopher Chapell ’17, Mackenna Dillon ’17, and
Joshua Vallera ’17

Maureen Scudder

Students arrive at the Farmington Marriott.

Richard Hansen ’17, Anna Deneen ’17, Kelly Deneen ’17, Abby Flower
’17, Gabriella Fenton ’17

Suliman Foster ’17 and guest, Elizabeth Jacobs ’17, and Jared Flores ’17

Maureen Scudder

Maureen Scudder

Kyara Heredia ’18, Kayla Walton ’17, Thi Ri Soe ’17

Megan Kaake ’17 and guest.
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The Little Mermaid: The World Above Meets the Fathoms Below
Little Mermaid featured Joanna Kuziak
’19 in the role of Ariel, John Sullivan
’18 as Prince Eric and Emily Driscoll
’17 as the evil sea witch Ursula. Directed by Mrs. Sara Avery, with the help of
choreographer/director Ms. Kate Morran, Choral Director Mr. Daniel Avery
’97, staging director Mike Morales and
Orchestra Director Mr. Daniel Luddy
’03, The Little Mermaid captivated the
audience with its colorful costumes
and sets, amazing special effects and
top notch performances.

David Ogbonna ’17 thrilled the audience with his charismatic and humorous performance of “Under the Sea,”
during which bubble machines pumped
Joanna Kuziak ’19 (Ariel) and John out thousands of shimmering bubSullivan ’18 (Prince Eric) sing beau- bles into the delighted crowd. Emily
Driscoll’s vocal performance of “Poor
tifully during a performance.
Unfortunate Souls” was complemented
From March 30th to April 2nd, 2017 the by her acting skills as she convincingNorthwest Catholic Dramateurs bril- ly portrayed the character of Ursula.
liantly transformed the Richard Rice Both Joanna Kuziak and John Sullivan
Auditorium into a magical aquatic provided strong portrayals of Ariel and
wonderland, where fantastic creatures Eric, along with beautiful, professional
danced far under the sea, while a beau- caliber vocals throughout the productiful Princess and handsome Prince tion.
learned that love and courage will alThe musical also featured innovative
ways defeat evil.
sets, stage design, costuming and props
The Dramateurs’ production of The that greatly enhanced the performance.

Cast members glided across the stage
on their Heelys shoes, and Damian
Mackay-Morgan ’17’s King Triton
wielded a trident that shot out real
flames. Flotsam and Jetsam, played by
Daniel Ogbonna ‘18 and Chyanne Gordon ’17, were electric eels whose tails
triggered brightly flashing lights and
loud noises whenever they touched.
Violent ocean storms were simulated
using dynamic lighting, sound effects
and waves of fabric.

the musical so special. “This year’s
musical was one of the best experiences of my life,” she said, “I got to
work with so many talented people and
through them, I was able to learn a lot
about not only my peers, but myself as
well.”
All in all, the production was beyond
my wildest dreams and I sure hope that
all of you poor unfortunate souls were
able to make it a part of your world!

The success of The Little Mermaid was
made possible through the countless
hours of hard work of the actors, stage
crew, musicians, costume and set designers and the faculty advisors. “I am
really happy about how the costumes
came out,” said Assistant Costume
Designer Mary Velasquez ’19, “In the
beginning, I was a bit skeptical about
how we were going to pull it off, but
in the end the costumes looked beautiful.” Technical crew member Yael
Santiago ’19 felt privileged to be a
part of such a high quality production.
“I think the outcome of the props was
amazing,” said Yael, “I’m so proud
of our crew, the costume makers and
everyone else who helped make this
The Little Mermaid Company dancshow possible.” Joanna Kuziak ’19
ers perform.
agreed that it was teamwork that made
Maureen Scudder

Maureen Scudder

By Emma Schumaker ’19

NWC Athletes Sign Letters of Intent for College Athletics

By Caroline Chapell ’19

Seniors playing D2/D3 sports on their signing day.
Athletic competition is an integral part of the Northwest experience, with 83% of Northwest students participating in sports during their high school careers. This
year 20 exceptional Northwest Catholic athletes signed letters of intent to play Division I, II and III sports at the college level. The achievements of these students
were celebrated on May 24, 2017.
From the class of 2017, the following students committed to are playing collegiate sports:

					

Daniel Adebimpe, to play football at Duquesne University
Kirsten Armetta, to play soccer at Anderson University
Chris Chapell, to play basketball at Roger Williams University
Mackenna Dillon, to participate in equestrianism at Bentley College
Suliman Foster, to play football at Hampton University
Madeleine Hasson, to play lacrosse at Franklin Pierce University
Elizabeth Jacobs, to play basketball at Case Western Reserve University
Julia Klein, to play field hockey and lacrosse and Mount Holyoke College
Robert Matson, to play baseball at Bates College
Naomi McPherson, to play soccer at Monroe College
Gianna Molinari, to play field hockey at Mount Holyoke College
Lauren Murphy, to play basketball at Fordham University
Claire Nicholas, to play volleyball at Haverford College
Meredith Oakley, to play lacrosse at Sacred Heart University
Gianna Salemi, to play softball at Umass Boston
Clayton Stewart, to play football at Southern Connecticut State University
Allison "Allie" Strid, to play soccer at Sacred Heart University
Samantha Wang, to figure skate at Adrian College
Elijah Warner, to play football at Muhlenberg College
Jayson Williams, to run track and field at Central Connecticut State University
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NWC Artists and Dancers Perform at the Spring Art Show and
Dance Recital

By Sophia Argay ’19

where every dancer happily danced, wearing bright
and beautiful costumes. This was followed by the
Introduction to Dance Class dancing to a creative
rendition of “Single Ladies,” featuring a very dramatic costume change from colorful dresses to shimmery gold and black dresses. Valeria Seymour ’17
and Felicity Erickson ’20 both performed beautiful
and artistically crafted solos, while Isabella "Bella"
Schuchardt ’20 and Taylor Bowie ’20 performed a
lovely duet. In addition, the Intensive Study Dancers, as well as Mary Velazquez ’19, performed to "All
That's Known," which featured many complicated
jumps and twirls. Matthew Villani ’19 dramatically
read two poetic pieces between dances, with intense
lighting behind him, matching the mood of each
poem. Before the show came to an end, the Dance
Repertory class danced to "Fallin' for You," which
showcased many beautiful and long-practiced moves.
As the show came to a close, the company came together, all wearing Northwest gear, and danced their
hearts out to “Try Everything," which truly represented the spirit of the high school experience.

Ms. Kerri Friend, who is both the dance teacher
and the producer of the dance show,
shared, “This was a special collaborative show as we
worked through the high school experience. Each
song had a theme and a message that related to the
high school journey. I was really excited about the
energy of the performers and the costumes on stage.
I am always very proud of my students and this year
was a very special show.”
Graduating senior, Katelyn "Katie" Konigsberg
’17 of the Introductory to Dance Class
stated, “My favorite part of participating in dance has
been how it has made me more confident and how
it has allowed me to work with Ms. Friend and my
friends on an amazing show.”
Alessia Ruglio ’18 of the Dance Repertory Class
shared, “I really enjoyed the first number, 'Nicest
Kids in Town' from the musical 'Hairspray,' which is
such a classic. Also, it was just so upbeat, different,
and the costumes were so perfect for the routine. Everything about this dance came out perfect on stage!”

Sophia Argay ’19

Sophie Robinson ’18

On May 18, 2017, the Northwest Catholic artists
displayed their beautiful pieces of
artwork, ranging from sketches, portraits, sculptures,
photography, and even artistically crafted
life-sized objects.
Art teacher Miss Celina Marquis ’08 enthusiastically commented, "I am so very proud of what
my students accomplished this year. All their hard
work, dedication, and actual time made for a fantastic
student showcase. They are all truly talented and so
giving of themselves to share their abilities with the
Northwest Catholic community."
Caroline Cooper ’18 of the AP Studio Art Class
happily shared, “I love the Art Show because you get
to share what you've been working on with friends
and family! Also, it's really cool to see what people
in other classes come up with.”
As for the other event that night, the NWC
dance show, it was tremendously evident that the
dancers had put much effort, time, and practice, into
each one of their performances. The show began
with a company dance to “The Nicest Kids in Town,”

Northwest catholic dance students perform.

Sophia Argay ’19

Sophie Robinson ’18

Charles Gfeller ’18 is proud of his gameboy.

Dancers perform an a selection from the musical, Hairspray

Sheena Wolliston ’19 and Kiana Woods ’19 enjoy the artwork.

Maureen Scudder
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Madison Cote ’19 and Zoe Shapiro ’19 get ready to race on the inflatables.

By Meghan O’Shea ’19

NWC seniors spend their last Field Day under the sun.

Fun in the Sun: NWC Field Day
was having fun with her classmates. “It's fun to spend
time with your friends in an environment outside of
class in which you can thoroughly enjoy yourself!”
she says.
Northwest's student council planned this year's Field
Day. They chose the activities that would be offered
and set the whole day up Friday morning: preparing
the food and drinks, setting up the different booths
and games, and making sure everything was ready
for the big day. There's no doubt that they did a great
job!
Just like in years past, this year's Field Day was a
success. Everybody enjoyed themselves, whether
they stayed inside or went outside. The heat didn't
keep Northwest students from having a great time at
Field Day!

Maureen Scudder

In the other, they played dodgeball. A ping pong table
was set up between the two. Many students opted to
sit in the second gym and watch the dodgeball, which
was arranged in the form of a tournament. No matter
how you were feeling, Field Day gave a different option for everyone, ensuring that everyone had a great
time.
The best parts? Meredith Oakley ’17 said her favorite
part of Field Day was the dodgeball tournament. “I
had a really great time helping to coach one of the
dodgeball teams!” she says. The team she was coaching, “Espo’s Super Talented Dodgeballers,” made it
to the finals, but was knocked out in the end by a
team made up of members of the boys' lacrosse team.
It didn't break her spirit though, because Meredith
still “had a really great time with my pals.”
Others, like Sophia Argay ’19, thought the best part

Maureen Scudder

Not even the 90 degree weather on Friday, May 19,
could wipe the smiles off the faces of the Northwest
students. After a long first four periods, students were
dismissed for Field Day. The rest of the day was
filled with cotton candy, dodgeball, and other fun and
games.
Outside, many students went on the large inflatables
that were set up on the football field. Others played
games such as frisbee and cornhole. You could get a
henna tattoo from some of our school’s most talented
artists. If you didn't want to do any of that, you could
just sit and soak up the sun with your friends on the
hill or in the fields. Concessions were also available
outside in the “Snack Shack,” served by teachers and
members of the student council.
If you were tired of the sun, there were even more options inside! In one gym, students played basketball.

Haley Duarte ’18 and Caroline Sisk ’20 toss bean-bags outside.

Mrs. Virginia Murphy and Mrs. Deborah Metzler have fun serving
pizza with Justin Lam ’18.
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Valedictorian/Salutatorian Cont.
these activities, she has come to understand the crucial importance of dedication to what you do and
what you love.
When asked about their favorite classes in high
school, all three of these stellar students listed AP
Calculus as one that immediately came to mind. Rachel acclaims, “Even though it was tough, Mrs. Metzler did a great job preparing me for a college-level
class, and she was always available if you needed
extra help or just a place to hang out.” Kate also cited
biology and Spanish as two other subjects that she
enjoys immensely, while John reminisced about Mr.
Laffin’s religion class. According to John, “Mr. Laffin captivates all his students with his stories and life
lessons. He encourages everyone to freely express
their own opinion.”
As they prepare for graduation, these students have
some words of wisdom to share for those who remain at Northwest. John cautiously advises, “Maintain a reasonable balance between academics, extra-curricular activities, and family/friends. It is not
necessary to overload on AP classes to succeed. Take
time to enjoy your high school years as they go by
fast.” Kate also addressed the seemingly formidable
struggle of time management, reflecting, “Throughout high school, I did too many things to really get
any sleep, but I know I would have regretted missing out on anything that I had done. I would say my
best advice would be that you should never avoid

Letter From the Administration Cont.
on our world and on us. I have often
said to people that I would find it hard
to imagine working in an institution that
did not begin each day with a prayer.
The daily prayer provides a quiet moment, which makes us focus on God and
which gives us food for thought. Where
else, but in a Catholic school, are we
challenged to truly face our existential
roots each morning on a daily basis?
So I would ask you to reflect on this
blessing which we take for granted
every day. Each one of us who comes
to Northwest Catholic or other Catholic
schools around the nation has access to
this opportunity. Let’s not waste this
blessing! We need to take the time to
think, to appreciate, and be thankful
for this magnificent opportunity. I can
honestly say that there has never been a
day when I have dreaded going to work.
As a student, I may not have wanted
to attend school every day (although

embarrassingly enough, I did have
perfect attendance in high school) and
as an adult, there are days when work
is slightly less appealing. But on the
whole, it has been a great ride!
I would like to thank those who made
my experience as a student and as an
educator memorable and meaningful. I
will always remember you very distinctly and associate an incredible number
of stories with the relationships. I hope
that all of you who read these thoughts
reflect on your experiences and realize
the blessing that you have experienced –
Catholic Education.
- John Cusson

doing something you love simply because you have
to make sacrifices to do it”. Rachel’s advice also resonates deeply. Looking back over the past four years,
Rachel had one last parting comment: “As Mrs. Murphy would say, a weed is just a plant out of place.
Even when you're feeling lost, just remember you
always have a community here at Northwest - where
you know that you belong.”
The entire Northwest Catholic community is deeply
grateful for everything that Kate, John, and Rachel
have brought to the school over the course of the past
four years, and is cheering them on as they move on
to the next step in their life journeys!

www.northwestcatholic.org

Young Republicans Club, Math Team, Computer
Club, AP Chemistry Club, the Robotics Team, and
the peer tutoring program. He is also a member of
the prestigious National Honor Society and Spanish
National Honor Society. Outside of school, John volunteers in the Clinical Engineering Department, the
Informational Technical Department, and the General Medicine Clinic at the University of Connecticut
Health Center. In the rare free time that he somehow manages to find, he also volunteers with Bristol Challenger to play baseball with children who
have physical or mental disabilities, and with the
Connecticut Area Health Education Consortium to
provide free medical care to Migrant Farm Workers.
John reflects, “I really enjoyed working with people
from disadvantaged populations; it is rewarding to
help improve their quality of life.”
As with Rachel and John, one cannot help but wonder how Kate has any time to sleep! Kate has played
on both the varsity field hockey and golf teams at
Northwest, and from these activities she has learned
how to work better with others and make decisions
under pressure. She has also been an outstanding contributor to both the Math Team and the Big Band, as
well as the National Honor Society, Spanish National Honor Society, and Tri-M Music Honor Society.
Even when she actually leaves school, very rarely is
it to go home- Kate is in, not one, but three different
classical musical ensembles outside of school! From

Dean Cusson Retrospective, courtesy
of Passages archives.
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The Lion’s Den
By Daniel Ogbonna ’18

Welcome to The Lion’s Den, an advice column for the Northwest
Catholic community.
Here, students can access “words from the wise” from upper classmen, peers, teachers and coaches to help navigate their way through
high school and life.
“High school as well as college,
will teach one about independency.
Learn to utilize this gift, by studying
alone and learning what it is that
you have difficulty comprehending.
This is how one should learn, and
for that reason I suggest going to the
library… trust me it will work out in
the end”.
    ~ Katharine Jessen ’17, Valedictorian, Girl’s Golf, Northwest
Catholic Big Band,
“Set goals for yourself as well as
deadlines. Meet your deadlines, and
accomplish your goals. Once you
have achieved this once, write it
down, celebrate with your family,
and repeat it till it becomes second
nature.”
~ Cooper Lorenz ’18, Northwest
Catholic Varsity Football Team
“A PSA to all the underclassmen,
you do not have to be friends with
everyone. Be yourself and that will
genuinely guide you to the friends
you wish to have... and don’t be
afraid to sing at Mass or be to be
yourself. You were created to stand
out”.
    ~ Daniel Ogbonna ’18, Student
Council Vice President 2016-2017,
Boy’s Varsity Outdoor Track &
Field
“Learn to welcome and embrace
adversity when it presents itself to
you, only in this way can you grow
and mature into a stronger individual.”
~ Luca Mirabello ’18, Boy’s Varsity Basketball Captain
“Pursue everything in your life with
the same determination, confidence,

passion, and mindset. Building up
repetition yields consistency, and
consistency leads to results”
~ Katherine Jacobs ’18, Girl’s
Varsity Outdoor Track & Field
“In high school, the option “to be
alone” will always be denied. At
Northwest there are people ready to
care for you and bear your burdens.
Never be afraid to speak up and ask
for assistance, because humility
builds character”
~ Dalton Griggs ’17, Northwest
Catholic’s Unified Jazz Co-Student Director
“Create a schedule for yourself and
stick to that schedule. Balancing
school and academics is not an easy
task, but it becomes more feasible
and possible the more one is organized”
~ Kathryn Shea ’18, Girl’s Varsity
Track and Field
“Surround yourself with a good
council of people who share similar
values and morals as you do. Build
relationships with these people,
because they help you standout.
~ Sarah Grinnell ’17, Unified Theater, Young Democrats
“My advice to an underclassmen
would be to have an open mind to
trying to a different sport, joining a
new club, or participating in a new
extracurricular activity. You meet
some amazing people, form great
relationships, and learn valuable
lessons, and the only thing it costs is
your comfort zone”.
~ Ifeoma Chidozie ’18, Girls Varsity Volleyball

Have any questions? Submit your questions via the suggestion box located in the school cafeteria during lunch
periods, and make sure to follow us on Instagram at @
humans_of_nwc !
Want to get involved and join the Northwest Catholic
School Newspaper, Passages? Come visit Ms. Morran in
Room 701 or email our Editor in Chief, Emma Schumaker
using the email address: Emma.schumaker@nwcath.org for
information on how to join!

cncbooksblog.wordpress.com
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Book Review: Six Months Later
By Julie Garrett ’20
Have you ever wondered what it
would be like to wake up one day as
an almost entirely different person?
Six months ago, Chloe was a mediocre
and unpopular student. Although she
occasionally wondered what it would
be like to be one of the cool kids, it
never bothered her because she had
her best friend and that was all she
needed. That is, until Chloe wakes up
from a nap she took in May, only to
find herself on a field dusted with snow
and without her memory of the past
six months. Even more disturbing, she
suddenly finds that she’s a completely
different person from who she was in
May. The “New Chloe” is popular,
dating her dream boyfriend, and is on
track for becoming the class valedictorian. On top of that, she’s being recruited by some of the top Ivy League
schools in the country. Chloe knows
she should be thrilled, but something
keeps her questioning her sudden
change in character. She knows there’s
something important that she’s forgetting–something that would explain her
sudden change. But the more she tries
to understand her situation, the more
she realizes that remembering may be
more dangerous than she expected.
This book was such a remark-

able read. I stayed up late intensely
reading every chapter and it was completely worth it. I would rate this book
a complete five out of five stars, mostly
because of its appeal for numerous
audiences. This book is great for fans
of mysteries, but it also has a touch of
romance, making a good young adult
read. In addition to its suspense, it also
has a lot of action, which made the
story interesting and kept me questioning the truth behind Chloe’s memory
loss. I highly recommend this book for
fans of Eileen Cook or E. Lockhart,
both respective authors of popular teen
mystery novels.
I first discovered Natalie D.
Richards when I heard her name mentioned along with other teen mystery
novelists that I have enjoyed. Natalie
is a 2012 RWA Golden Heart double
finalist and the author of numerous
teen mystery novels. She has had a
passion for writing ever since she won
her first writing competition when she
was in second grade. Today Natalie is a
strong supporter of other young aspiring authors and frequently hosts public
speaking events at schools, libraries,
and writing groups. Natalie currently lives in Ohio with her two dogs, a
wonderful husband and three children.

passages
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NWCrossword: All About Summer

By Joseph Devito ’19
Directions: Complete the crossword. In
parentheses after each clue, there is a number. These numbers will help you to complete a bonus message at the end of the
crossword. (ex. If you see a (2) after a clue,
and the answer to that clue is “beach,” that
means the “e” will be used in the bonus
message since it is the second letter). For 2
down, use the third letter of the first word.
Answer key is on page 12
Across					
1. Starts 6/7 for Seniors and 6/16 for everyone else (7)
3. Buzzing insect seen around flowers (9)
7. Sweet and sour summer beverage (5)
9. For this, you need a board, good waves,
and balance (1)
10. Filled with saltwater and sea creatures
(2)
Across (continued)
11. Rescues you if you’re drowning (5)
13. Snack commonly seen at a campfire
(4)

BONUS MESSAGE!! Hint: This is a special message for the graduating Class of 2017 (2 words)
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __!!!

Summa Scholars Cont.

selected educators of the Summa Scholars were honored with a certificate of appreciation. Alongside their
retrospective essays, the Summa Scholars received
bronze medallions engraved with their names, the
emblem of the Archdiocese, and a prayer. “May you
find truth through faith, knowledge, and wisdom”.
Voelker credited her academic success to Mr. Daniel
Avery ’97, Gill recognized Ms. Joan Keating-McKeon, Katharine Jessen acclaimed Mr. William Tressler,
Conover and Allen acknowledged Ms. Metzler, and
lastly, Sarah Jessen, Smith, and Pane all honored Mr.
Joseph Ohlheiser.
Summa Scholar Taylor Pane ’17 commented in an
interview, “I am beyond grateful for the teachers I
have had throughout my life and high school career,
and the interactions I have had with them; specifically [I acknowledged] Mr. Ohlheiser for being so
supportive, motivating, and inspiring. I chose to
highlight him for his relentless dedication to making
history an enjoyable and insightful subject.” Summa
Scholar Allyson Voelker ’17 added, “...Mr. Avery
is one of the most caring, gentle, and kind-hearted
teachers I have ever had the pleasure of studying
under. Throughout my high school years, choir and
the Dramateurs helped me escape from the arduous
life of being a student. I will forever be grateful for
the experiences I have had with Mr. Avery, my directors, and fellow students in the Music and Fine Arts
Department, as it has made me a more interactive,
outgoing, innovative, and creative individual.” Ms.
Metzler, honored by two of the eight Summa Schol-

ars said “These students are all in their own right extremely bright, intellectually curious, motivated, and
very cooperative learners. In addition, they are what
I consider to be, warm and friendly people.” Lastly,
Mr. Ohlheiser shared his thoughts saying “I am incredibly humbled and honored to have been recognized by my previous students, they are some of the
most intelligent people I have met and taught, each
capable of great things… Likewise, I am anxious to
see exactly where their curiosity and desire for learning will lead them in their future endeavours.”
It is highly imperative to understand that among
students, these academic pupils are also athletes,
volunteers, and deeply involved in the Northwest
community, as well as greater communities. Summa
Scholar Katharine Jessen ’17 was recently named the
Female CIAC Scholar Athlete. Sisters Sarah Jessen
’17 and Katharine Jessen ’17 served as captains for
the Girl’s Varsity Field Hockey Team. The Jessen
sisters are also notable for their illustrious talents in
the Northwest Catholic Big Band. Summa Scholar
Natalie Smith ’17 is most known for her presence on
the Northwest Catholic Swimming and Diving Team.
Summa Scholar Brendan Gill participates in Mock
Trial and served as captain of the Boy’s Varsity Cross
Country Team. Other notable clubs and extracurricular activities these scholars are involved in include
Calculus Club. Robotics Team, Math Team, Model
United Nations, Student Council, Freshmen Contact, Young Republicans, Young Democrats, and the
HILL (Honors Institute for Leadership in Life) Class.

		Down
1. Sport where you hit a ball over a net (8)
2. Favorite summertime footwear: 2 words
(3)
4. Something you build at the beach (8)
5. Worn to protect your eyes from the sun
(1)
6. They’ll light up the sky on July 4th (6)
7. Lather this on so you won’t get burned
(6)
8. Summertime outing where food’s
cooked on the grill (3)
12. This person’s in charge of summer
campers (5)

Lastly, when asked to reflect on the significance of
such a prestigious award, Summa Scholar John Allen ’17 said, “I think the biggest thing about being
awarded this honor and prestige, is knowing that I,
as well as the other scholars, have done the work
to get us to this point in our academic careers, and
now it's our responsibility to inspire the underclassmen… I am a big believer in legacy, and I think that
this, if anything, is an opportunity to get it across the
freshmen, sophomores, and juniors that anything is
possible if one holds fast to their faith and becomes
a strong advocate in the classroom and in the community.”
In awe of their talents, academic achievement, impeccable resumes, and maturity, Dr. Griffin commented stating “It’s really wonderful to have the
opportunity to recognize the extraordinary academic
achievements of a group of young people who have
devoted themselves to such exceptional pursuit of
knowledge… As well it is also very special to recognize some very dedicated teachers.” The Northwest
Catholic community could not agree anymore in being exceedingly proud of these eight academically
elite students accompanied by a group of just a few
of the devoted, inspiring, and compassionate educators of Northwest Catholic High School.
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Oh, The Places You’ll Go!
Daniel Adebimpe ...
Duquesne University

Anna Deneen ...
University of Connecticut
Kelly Deneen ...
Belmont University
Zachary DeSena ...
Saint Michael’s College
Kamryn Desrosiers ...
Sacred Heart University
Louis Dillon ...

Western New England University

Tucker Alissi ...
Connecticut College
John Allen ...
Northeastern University
Santiago Alvarez ...
Assumption College
Kirsten Armetta ...
Anderson University
Cameron Ayers ...

Central CT State University

Brett Baker ...
Providence College
Julian Barba ...

Cleveland State University

Patrick Barry ...
Franciscan University
of Steubenville
Leanna Beaulieu ...
Gap Year
Javier Bello ...
Sacred Heart University
Vida Benejan ...
Simmons College
Anna Benton ...
Fairfield University		
Brendan Bompane ...

Central CT State University

Mikayla Bordiere ...

Mackenna Dillon ...
Bentley University
Patrick Donnelly ...
Gap Year
Brianna Dorbuck ...
Quinnipiac University
Gabriela Doskos ...
Johns Hopkins University
Emily Driscoll ...
Franklin & Marshall College
Alisa Dudaj ...
Parsons the New School for
Design

John Dudley ...
College of the Holy Cross
Stephanie Duzy ...
Southern CT State University
Jose Echevarria ...
Central CT State University
Zachary Elmore ...
Westfield State University
Veronica Eskander ...
University of Connecticut
Kevin Eustis ...
Providence College
Collin Farrell ...Marist College
Weihao Feng ...
Seton Hall University
Gabriella Fenton ...
Temple University
Carlos Figueroa ...
University of Connecticut
Nicole Fitrzyk ...
Eastern CT State University
Jared Flores ...
United States Air Force
Abigail Flower ...
University of Dayton
Jessica Follo ...
Assumption College
William Forester ...Employment

University of Hartford
Hannah Borowiec ...
Quinnipiac University
Lauren Burns ...
University of Tampa
Alexa Bys ...
Suffolk University
Anthony Ceolin ...
Gap Year
Christopher Chapell ...

Roger Williams University

Regina Chappano ...
Belmont University
Peyton Collyer ...

University of Rhode Island

Rachel Conover ...
Northeastern University
Jenna Creighton ...
Georgetown University
Patrick Cronin ...
Assumption College
Caela Daly ...
Lynn University

Suliman Foster ...
Hampton University
Kelly Galeota ...
Providence College
Jennifer Garcia ...
Boston University
Victor Garcia ...

Central CT State University

Anthony Giannone ...
Marist College
Brendan Gill ...
Villanova University
Christina Gluch ...
Seton Hall University
Chyanne Gordon ...
Towson University
Dalton Griggs ...
Stonehill College
Sarah Grinnell ...
Syracuse University
Asa Guest ...
University of Connecticut
Shamar Hall ...
Eastern CT State University

Richard Hansen ...
Marquette University
Arthureine Harriott ...
Undecided
Madeleine Hasson ...
Franklin Pierce University
Christian Heiden ...
St. John’s University Queens
Jose Hernandez, III ...
Manchester Community
College
Margaret Hoffman ...
Providence College
Weiting Hong ...
New York University
Elizabeth Jacobs ...
Case Western Reserve University
Ian Jacobs ..
Marist College		
Katharine Jessen ...
Northeastern University
Sarah Jessen ...
Curtis Institute of Music
Megan Kaake ...
Fairfield University
Mitchell Karangekis ...
Virginia Military Institute

Robert Matson ....
Bates College
Jon’yea McCooty ...
Morgan State University
Naomi McPherson ...
Monroe College
Amelia Molinari ...
American University
Gianna Molinari ...
Mount Holyoke College
Joseph Morelli ...
Salve Regina University
Katherine Mullen ...
College of the Holy Cross
Anderson Murphy ...
Undecided Four Year College
Lauren Murphy ...
Fordham University
Dung Nguyen ...
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Claire Nicholas ...
Haverford College
Daniel Noone ...Elms
College
Jessica Nunez ...
Central CT State University
Meredith Oakley ...
Sacred Heart University
David Ogbonna ...
Rutgers, the State University of
New Jersey

Maeve Kearns ...
University of Connecticut
Shane Kearns ...
Keene State College
Sean Keating ...
University of South Carolina
Declan Kiley ...
Saint Anselm College
Julia Klein ...
Mount Holyoke College
Nicholas Klingman ...
Marquette University
Katelyn Konigsberg ...
Marist College
Rachael Krawiecki ...
Bentley University
Laura Kunkel ...
Fordham University
Marissa Lamb ...
Quinnipiac University
Kelsey Lankton ...
University of Connecticut
Shemar Laurent ...
Central CT State University
Elizabeth LeBlanc ...
Northeastern University
Brynna Ledwidge ...
University of Saint Joseph
Francesca Link ...
Quinnipiac University
Margo Lipari ...
Iona College
Megan Lowe ...
Quinnipiac University
Damian Mackay-Morgan ...
Springfield College

Kennedy O’Hara ...
Assumption College
Victoria O’Neill ...
Manhattan College
Lauren Orsini ...
High Point University
Emilia Palascak ...
Mount Holyoke College
Taylor Pane ...
Villanova University
Elleana Paradise ...

Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Elizabeth Peterson ...
Elon University
Theodora Petropoulos ...
Fordham University
Christopher Poniatowski ...
Villanova University
Augustus Pope, Jr. ...
Central CT State University

Nicholas Ramdial ...
University of Connecticut
Christopher Ravosa ...
Marist College
Kyle Rice ...
University of Connecticut
Virgil Rona ...
University of Connecticut
Jack Ruddat ...

Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Gianna Salemi ...

University of Massachusetts
Boston

Sydney Samele ...
University of Hartford
Laura Serafin ...
University of Saint Joseph
Valeria Seymour ...
University of Connecticut
Ryan Sherba ...
Providence College
Spencer Silva ...
University of Connecticut
Natalie Smith ...
Villanova University
Thi Ri Soe ...

University of Connecticut
Clayton Stewart ...

Southern CT State University

Allison Strid ...
Sacred Heart University
Rui Sun ...
Undecided 4 year college
Haowen Tan ...
Academy of Art University
		
Zachary Taylor ...
University of Connecticut
Tyler Trifari ...
University of Hartford
Meghan Truong ...
University of Connecticut
Joshua Vallera ...
University of Connecticut

Virginia Van Zandt ...
Undecided
Jordan Virtue ...
Undecided Four Year College
Allyson Voelker ...
Davidson College
Filamena Vukaj ...
University of Saint Joseph
Shane Walsh ...
Northeastern University
Kayla Walton ...
Assumption College
Samantha Wang ...
Adrian College
Zhengchao Wang ...

Green River Community College

Elijah Warner ...
Muhlenberg College
Brian Waterston ...
Marquette University
Yilin Wei ...

University of British Columbia/
CAN

Jayson Williams ...
Central CT State University
Gabriella Wolf ...

International Institute of Cosmotology

Mary Wood ...
Fordham University
Sihong Wu ...
Seton Hall University
Yufei Wu ...
University of Connecticut
Yimeng Yang ...
Seton Hall University
Yanan Yao ...
University of Connecticut
Yiwei Yuan ...

School of the Art Institute of
Chicago

Angel Zohrabian ...
University of Connecticut
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By Alex Kanya ’18 - Sports Editor

All photos courtesy of
Ms. Celina Marquis ’08

Boys’ Outdoor Track

Girls’ Outdoor Track

Captains: Asa Guest ’17, David Ogbonna ’17,
Damian Mackay-Morgan ’17, Brian Waterston ’17

Captains: Jessica Follo ’17, Jon’yea McCooty ’17, Megan
Lowe ’17, Sydney Samele ’17

Coach’s Corner: Coach Patrick Williamson ’99
said, “We had many new faces join the boys team
to go along with the veterans returning from a very
successful 2016 season. Everyone worked hard to
take on new events and meld together. The boys
were able to win the CCC Central White Division
Championship. We’re again graduating a very
talented and accomplished group of seniors but I’m
very encouraged for the future!”

Coach’s Commentary: Coach Patrick Williamson ’99 said,
“This tightly knit squad came together to win the Class M State
Championship title. I’ve seen our varsity athletes improve
every week and many of them achieved season-best or personal-best performances at the state meet. The junior varsity
team continues to learn and improve in all of their events as
well. Although we’re graduating strong seniors and captains,
I am looking forward to seeing the continuing development of
the younger athletes for years to come.”

Captain’s Corner: Brian Waterston ’17 stated “This year I have seen a lot
of growth through the distance team as a whole. Every day we are out there
putting in the work to get better and I think this is shown in the results that
have come from every competition. I’m sad to be moving on from such a
great team. I know everyone will do amazing things with the sport in the
years to come.”

Captain’s Corner: Sydney Samele ’17 states that the beauty of
track stems from the belief that “when life gets crazy, just keep
walking forward. When track gets crazy dive in, run forward,
throw hard, and jump far. Just do it.”

Record: 9-1

Standout Performance: Captain Damian Mackay-Morgan ’17 has taken
on an increased leadership role in his final season of Northwest Catholic
track, and has been a focal point of the sprinting unit. Notable performances
include a 4th place finish in the 300m hurdles at the Greater Hartford Invitational with a time of 42.40, and a 1st place victory in the event at the Greater
Bristol Invitational in 42.18. He also competes as a member of the team’s
4x100m and 4x400 relays, often running the anchor leg on the former.
Looking Ahead: Lorenzo Garcia ’20 has cemented himself as one of the
team’s best triple jumpers (qualifying for Freshman Nationals), and is an
adept hurdler. Brenden Bellinger ’20 has demonstrated a great deal of ability
as a member of the distance team, and has qualified for the state meet in the
3200m. Dominick Mealha ’20, Skye Dolce ’20, and Maurice Betts ’20 also
reflect the strong freshman class.

Girls’ Tennis
Record: 10-5

Captains: Anna Deneen ’17, Lauren Mogelnicki ’18,
Katelyn Mogelnicki ’18
Captain’s Corner: Coach Stan Piorkowski remarks
that “the girls tennis team has worked hard all season
trying to improve. They have exceeded expectations
and are peaking at the right time.”
Looking Ahead: A major facet of the NWC Girls’
Tennis team is the dynamic duo of captains Lauren
Mogelnicki ’18 and Katelyn Mogelnicki ’18 who, despite no longer operating as a doubles team, have helped the team continue its past years of postseason magic. In addition, sophomores Elizabeth Murphy ’19 and Elizabeth
O’Neil ’19 will build off of impressive play in the 2017 campaign in future
years.

Boys’ Tennis
Record: 1-17
Captain: Virgil Rona ’17
Looking Ahead: The NWC boys’ tennis team has a
talented group of underclassmen, who are prepared
to assume leadership roles in future seasons. Juniors
Justin Lam ’18 and Justin Miguel ’18 have developed
into impressive players during their three years in the
program, while a strong core of sophomores including Michael Nolan ’19, Michael Shayler ’19, and
Joseph Janaskie ’19 will continue to improve in the
coming years.

Record: Class M State Champions

Standout Performance: Captain Megan Lowe ’17 has been
critical to the girls’ team’s success during the 2017 campaign,
leading the throwing unit in nearly every meet thus far. Notably,
she emerged victorious from the
discus competition at the Greater
Bristol Invitational, with a throw
of 90 feet and 2 inches. She
swept the throwing events in a
dual meet against rival Conard,
winning the discus, shot put, and
javelin for Northwest.
Looking Ahead: Kathryn Shea ’18 has continued to develop into one of the best distance runners in the state, notably
claiming a first-place finish in the 3200m at the Greater Bristol
Invitational. Kat Jacobs ’18, meanwhile, remains a force to be
reckoned with in both the 100m hurdles and the 300m hurdles.
Kiana Woods ’19 and Sheena Wolliston ’19 have also augmented the sprinting unit significantly.

Boys’ Baseball
Record: 15-5
Captains: Anthony Ceolin ’17, Kevin Eustis ’17, Collin Farrell
’17, Richard Hansen ’17, Ian Jacobs ’17, Robert Matson ’17
Standout Performance: The NWC baseball team is guided
by a strong core of seniors who have been instrumental in the
team’s successes this season, including Anthony Ceolin ’17,
Kevin Eustis ’17, and Richard Hansen ’17. Eustis drove in
2 runs during a 25-0 victory over the Bulkeley/Weaver co-op
team, Ceolin drove in 2 on the same number of hits in a 7-2 defeat of Windsor, and Hansen contributed an RBI triple in a 7-5
triumph over Berlin, marking the 200th victory of Coach Cory
Carlson.
Looking Ahead: While the loss of the talented senior class will
be felt, the juniors on the team are more than prepared to take
the reins in the next season. Shayne Rice
’18, Colby Lytle ’18, and Luke Fox ’18
have established themselves as dominant
pitchers, while Dan Fitzsimmons ’18 and
Conner DiAngelo ’18 have made a greater
impact at the plate. Fox notably pitched a
complete game with 7 strikeouts in a 6-2
defeat of rival Conard, while Rice was the
winning pitcher in the 25-0 victory over
Bulkeley/Weaver.
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Boys’ Golf

By Alex Kanya ’18 - Sports Editor

Girls’ Golf

Record: 8-11

Record: 12-3-1

Captain: Ryan Sherba ’17

Captain: Kit Mullen ’17
Coach’s Corner: Jeffery Przech ’92 said, “We’ve had a
very successful season. We finished 13-3-1 and fourth at
the CCC Tournament. We qualified for the CIAC State
Tournament again. In addition, many program records
were broken this year, one by the team as a whole and
one each by Kit Mullen and Jenna Fahey, of which I’m
very proud. I think the team has bonded extremely well,
far better than in years past. They support each other
and genuinely care about one another.”

Coach’s Corner: Coach Scott Fletcher remarks that the team is “very
young, after a tough rebuilding year last year. The team is ranked 9th
in the state, and 2nd in their division as they head into the CCC tournament at Stanley Golf Club.” Fletcher continued, “they’ve developed
so well, with highs and lows, but they're coming on at the right time,
and it will be a very interesting state tournament.
Standout Performance: Senior Ryan Sherba ’17 has become an undisputed leader on the NWC Boys’ Golf team, with consistently great
performance. He teamed with Justin Mathew ’19 to score a 77 in a
2-player tournament, and shot a 39 with a hole-in-one on a par 4 in a
loss to Glastonbury. In addition, he shot a 38 in a victory over Windsor.
Looking Ahead: Freshman Justin Delfina ’20 has
entered the team and immediately made a substantial impact, shooting a 36 for the low round
in a victory over Conard, and a 40 in a loss to
Farmington. He is joined by talented sophomores
Justin Mathew ’19, Matthew Shea ’19, Michael
Baldini ’19, and Luke Connal ’19, and junior
Tyler Hubert ’18.

Boys’ Lacrosse
Captains: Tucker Alissi ’17, Brendan Gill ’17, Spencer Merkel ’18
Coach’s Corner: Coach Peter Vlahakis affirms that “the team learned
to deal with adversity over the course of the season and that they
must show up each and every day with the intention to work hard and put their teammates ahead of
themselves. The future looks bright as the top two
leading scorers and ground ball men return in junior
Spencer Merkel and sophomore James Nicholas,
who set the sophomore NWC scoring record with
60 points. Several freshman also played significant
roles on the varsity level this season, which bodes
well for the future.”
Standout Performance: The 2017 NWC boys’ lacrosse team is a
young one, but they have rallied together to achieve some impressive
results. Sophomore James Nicholas ’19 has played a major role in
these successes, scoring 4 goals in a hard-fought 15-13 victory over
Hamden, as well as 4 more in a tough loss to Granby.
Looking Ahead: Along with two more years of contribution from
Nicholas, the team has a strong core of juniors who are ready to take
on their own leadership roles, led by captain Spencer Merkel ’18. He
is joined by Brendan Begley ’18 and Kevin Manning ’18, with sophomores such as Will Robinson ’19 and Sean Macary ’19 continuing to
develop into the program’s future.

Answers:
Across			Down
1. vacation		
1. volleyball
3. bumblebee		
2. flip flops
7. lemonade		
4. sandcastle
9. surfing		
5. sunglasses
10. ocean		
6. fireworks
11. lifeguard		
7. lotion
13. s'more		
8. barbecue
			12. counselor
Bonus Message: Congrats Seniors

Standout Performance: Captain and senior Kit Mullen ’17 has become
instrumental in the team’s historic season, with frequent low rounds including a 44 in a three-team match victory over Conard and Cheshire, and
a 42 in another victory over Conard.
Record-Breaking Year: The team had an unprecedented season, with
Jenna Fahey ’19 setting an NWC record with a 39, the lowest score shot in
school history. The team also shattered another barrier in a narrow 204209 victory over Farmington, the first victory over the larger school in
Northwest history.

Girls’ Lacrosse
Record: 6-10

Captains: Julia Klein ’17, Meredith Oakley ’17
Standout Performance: Senior Maddie Hasson ’17,
who will be playing in college at Franklin Pierce
University, has been a steady contributor for the team
throughout the season. In a thrilling overtime victory over Berlin, she scored 2 goals, including the
game-winner. She also added 4 in a 22-18 defeat of
Newington.
Looking Ahead: A strong group of underclassmen is prepared to take on
increased roles within the NWC Girls’ Lacrosse program, led by sophomore Claire Carew ’19 who has been a frequent presence on the score
sheet, with 6 goals in the Newington victory and 2 in the overtime win
over Berlin. She is joined by junior goalie Haley Duarte ’18, and Madison
Cote ’19.

Girls’ Softball
Record: 7-13

Captains: Maggie Hoffman ’17, Gianna Salemi ’17
Standout Performance: Taylor Pane ’17 has played a critical role as
one of the seniors on this year’s roster, and has become one of the team’s
leaders. On the field, she has made even more notable contributions,
driving in 3 runs on 2 hits in a 16-0 defeat of Bulkeley, and having another
impressive game in a 10-3 victory over Manchester. Seniors Caela Daly
’17 and Gianna Salemi ‘17 have also made major impacts on the team’s
successes.
Looking Ahead: The 2017 NWC softball program has
a strong group of younger players who are expected to
take on increased roles in the coming years. Samantha
Scott ’19 has come into her own as a gifted pitcher, securing the 16-0 defeat of Bulkeley and a 9-3 takedown
of West Hartford rival Conard. Kayla Midney ‘18 has
also contributed greatly to the team’s victories, with 2
of her 4 hits against Bulkeley being triples.

